Diagnosis of inguinal lymph node metastases using contrast enhanced high resolution MR lymphangiography.
Inguinal lymph nodes can be the first or the only clinical signs of tumor metastases. The aim of the study was to evaluate the role of contrast-enhanced high-resolution magnetic resonance (MR) lymphangiography in diagnosis of inguinal lymph node metastases. The study enrolled 26 patients with inguinal lymph node metastases. Contrast-enhanced lymphangiography was performed using a 3.0T MR unit after intracutaneous injection of gadobenate dimeglumine into the interdigital webs of the dorsal foot. Images of inguinal lymph nodes were acquired before and after contrast injection. All patients exhibited edema in the subcutaneous layer with significant dilatation of lymphatic collectors in the affected lower limbs on MR images. Before contrast injection, the outline and structure of the affected nodes were unclear on T2 weighted images. Structural changes became evident on postinjection T1-weighted images. Nodal involvement on contrast enhanced MR lymphangiograms was characterized as: 1) heterogeneous structure with partial or marginal enhancement of the node indicating partial occupation by tumor; 2) homogeneous structure of the node without contrast enhancement, indicating total occupation with metastasis, with increase or no change in size; and 3) heterogeneous structure with punctiform nodal enhancement indicating diffuse growth of tumor within the node. Further examinations confirmed the diagnoses of inguinal lymph node metastases of either regional or distal tumors. Contrast-enhanced high-resolution MR lymphangiography was a sensitive modality in the diagnosis of malignant peripheral lymphedema and the identification of inguinal lymph node metastasis in patients with various tumor origins.